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Is there ice on Mars?

Mars has a polar ice cap much like our Earth has ice caps. Water exists
in its solid state in the ice caps. Mars does have water, it is just frozen in
its ice caps. Yes, there is water on Mars. As the surface temperature of
Mars is lower than 0 degrees Centigrade any water which is present is
likely to be frozen.

answers.com/q/what_kind_of_water_does_mars_have
What kind of water does Mars have - Answers.com

Found it! Ice on Mars | Science Mission Directorate
https://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2002/28may...
Instruments on board NASA's Mars Odyssey spacecraft have revealed more underground
ice on The Red Planetthan scientists expected.
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Water on Mars - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_on_Mars
Water on Mars. Almost all water on Mars today exists as ice, though it also exists in
small quantities as vapor in the atmosphere and occasionally as low-volume liquid
brines in shallow Martian soil. The only place where water ice is visible at the surface is
at the north polar ice cap.

Gigantic Ice Slab Found on Mars Just Below the Planet's
...
https://www.space.com/30502-mars-giant-ice-sheet-discovery-mro.html
Watch video · A giant slab of ice as big as California and Texas combined lurks just
beneath the surface of Mars ... there is liquid water on ... Space.com. To look at ice ...

Huge deposit of ice found under the surface of Mars.
www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astronomy/2016/11/29/huge_deposit_of_ice...
Nov 29, 2016 · These are wee craters, so itâ€™s not clear just how much ice there is
down there. But now scientists using a radar mapper on board the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (or MRO) have found more water ice at these lower latitudes, and a lot of it: The
volume is enough to fill Lake Superior, the largest of the Great Lakes in North America.

Enormous Water Ice Deposit Could Help Us Survive on
Mars
https://gizmodo.com/enormous-water-ice-deposit-could-help-us...
To Mars researchers, it is not exactly surprising to find ice on the Red Planet.
â€œThereâ€™s a lot of water ice on Mars,â€� Stuurman told Gizmodo in an email.

There Is Enough Ice on Mars to Cover the Entire Planet
https://www.popularmechanics.com/space/moon-mars/a14976/ice-on-mars
If it were laid out uniformly, the Red Planet's ice would create a layer one meter deep

Martian polar ice caps - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martian_polar_ice_caps
The planet Mars has two permanent polar ice caps. During a pole's winter, it lies in
continuous darkness, chilling the surface and causing the deposition of 25â€“30% of the
atmosphere into slabs of CO2 ice (dry ice).

Freezing of atmosphere · Layers · North polar cap · South polar cap · Gallery

Mars Ice Deposit Holds as Much Water as Lake Superior |
NASA
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/jpl/mars-ice-deposit-holds-as-much...
Frozen beneath cracked, pitted plains on Mars lies about as much water as is in Lake
Superior, researchers using NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter have determined.
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